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1 – Dissociation

In need:
-of splitting me from myself
-of erasing existence
-of sending soul in exile
-of suspending life itself

In need:
-of alleviating the pain
-of annihilating feelings
-of numbing reason and conscience
-of switching to survival mode

Emptiness, nothingness, helplessness
Nothing ever changes
Aimlessness, hopelessness, senselessness
Escapism holds the promise of freedom

Dying to live but living to die
Is there any purpose in this?
When you’re barely alive
Locked inside a prison

Wanting, needing, waiting dissociation

Loneiness, ever-lingering loneliness
Amplified by the people around you
Oppressive, suffocating omnipresence
Time stands still when everything is war

Everything is war

Misery awaits, ready to pounce
It just won’t take anybody else
When your ordeal has no end in sight
Retreating in is the only way out

Wanting, needing, waiting dissociation



2 – Jaded

Point of no return
Endpoint of no concern
Constant trauma has just ravaged everything that’s inside
The only thing that remains is the impression of having seen it all

Every good turns to bad
Every joy turns to pain
Every love turns to hate
Every life turns to death

Catatonia, bringer of inner peace
Breaking down, dissolving erasing the debilitating sadnedd
Paving the road to apathy
A goal to a pointless existence that never had one
An end to the invisible and chronic sickness at last

At last

Trapped in a perpetual state of indifference, it is a barrier the common mortal will never be able to 
understand, nothing can ever cross the shield that you have slowly built with your own hand. 
Unreachable. Jaded.

Point of no return
Endpoint of no concern
Life becomes bearable at last
When you have the absolute certainty of having seen it all

3 – Dark Side

They say you have a problem
Problem to get rid of
They obsess over you
They never make you real
They want you in heir own image

They say they help you become
Become just like the others
They drool all over you
They jerk off to your misery
They break you for their own image


